In-plane directional control of surface chemistry during interface formation can lead to new opportunities regarding device structures and applications. Control of this type requires techniques that can probe and hence provide feedback on the chemical reactivity of bonds not only in specific directions but also in real time. Here, we demonstrate both control and measurement of the oxidation of H-terminated (111) Si. Control is achieved by externally applying uniaxial strain, and measurement by second-harmonic generation (SHG) together with the anisotropic-bond model of nonlinear optics. In this system anisotropy results because bonds in the strain direction oxidize faster than those perpendicular to it, leading in addition to transient structural changes that can also be detected at the bond level by SHG.
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silicon | hyperpolarizability | ellipsometry | metrology | optical T he oxidation of silicon is one of the most technologically important chemical reactions. Because dangling bonds trap and/ or scatter carriers, well-organized bonding at Si∕SiO 2 interfaces is critical to device performance. Therefore, although Si oxidation has been studied for many years, the formation dynamics of Si∕SiO 2 interfaces continues to be of interest. The information provided to date regarding oxidation kinetics has been obtained primarily by standard spectroscopic and microscopic structuralanalysis techniques. For example, scanning tunneling microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies have revealed the role of surface morphology during oxidation (1, 2) . IR absorption experiments have probed the changes in vibrational modes during oxidation and have provided information about the chemical reactions involved in the process (3) . Spectroscopic ellipsometry has provided data about growth rates (4) . At the same time, considerable effort has been invested in manipulating Si oxidation kinetics. For example, uni-and biaxial strains have been used in manufacturing Si-based devices, taking advantage of the fact that tensile stress increases the overall oxidation rate of thermally grown oxides (5) .
The effect of strain on the morphology of clean vicinal and on-axis Si surfaces has been well studied by microscopic methods (6, 7) . However, an atomic-level understanding of the specific effects of strain on surface chemistry is presently unknown. Here, we investigate oxidation of strained and unstrained H-terminated (111) Si in real time using second-harmonic generation (SHG) , and we analyze these data with the anisotropic-bond model (ABM) of nonlinear optics. The bond-specific information that we obtain reveals two important aspects of the relevant chemical dynamics. First, strain changes the oxidation rates of Si─Si back bonds that are oriented in different directions, and second, the average back-bond directions themselves change as a result of this anisotropic oxidation. Fig. 1 provides an atomic-level view of the configuration, showing the bonding of the outermost bilayer of a (111) Si surface. Each outer-layer Si atom has one "up" bond, here initially terminated by H, and three "back" bonds to underlying Si atoms. Upon air exposure oxidation occurs, with H being replaced by O or OH, and O inserting itself into Si─Si bonds. In SHG an incoming beam at a frequency ω (red) is converted into an outgoing beam at a frequency 2ω (blue) in a way that allows us to follow separately the up and back bonds, as described below.
Under standard conditions in air the oxidation of H-terminated (111) Si is purely statistical, with no preferred orientation. That is, all three sets of back bonds oxidize at the same average rate. However, we find that the application of an external uniaxial stress increases the reactivity of the bonds most nearly aligned with the stress direction. This means that we can select specific Si─Si back bonds to oxidize faster than others. This indicates the possibility of in-plane control of chemistry during oxide growth and paves the way for previously undescribed opportunities to engineer interfaces for device applications.
Our results also show that local structural changes and associated microscopic strains are secondary consequences of O insertion into Si─Si back bonds. These changes cannot be observed in the oxidation of unstrained on-axis samples because the macroscopic symmetry remains C 3v , so the changes average to zero. However, in strained material the bonds reorient collectively, resulting in easily detected changes in the observed azimuth angles of the bonds in the SHG-anisotropy (SHGA) data. This has further implications for the determination of structural dynamics. These are conventionally measured by X-ray or electron diffraction, which are techniques that are sensitive mainly to nuclear locations. By showing that structural dynamics can be probed directly from the bonds that actually establish atomic structure, we obtain information that is more direct. Our results show that nonlinear optics can be used for this purpose. 
Results and Discussion
In-Plane Control of Oxidation Chemistry. SHGA data of a singular (111) Si surface are shown in Fig. 2 . The black points were obtained from a sample terminated with a natural oxide, and the red points for an H-terminated sample as quickly as possible after treatment. According to the bond model, the major features in the oxidized-surface data occur when one of the h1-1-1i, h-11-1i, and h-1-11i back bonds is nearly parallel to the driving field. For p-polarized light incident at 45°, this minimum angle is 8.4°, and it occurs when the bond is in the plane of incidence pointing approximately toward the illumination direction. The three smaller peaks are rectified versions of negative field extrema, which are made positive because the intensity, being proportional to the square of the field, is positive definite. For the H-terminated surface the major peaks are much smaller and the major and minor peaks are reversed, reflecting partly the reduced electronegativity of H and a relative enhancement of the contribution of the (isotropic) top bond in this case. Figure 3 shows the results of consecutive SHGA scans for three H-terminated singular (111) Si samples during air oxidation. In all the cases the signal starts with the SHG response of the H-terminated surface, as shown as the red points in Fig. 2 . It then increases to a maximum before decreasing to the reference level for the oxidized surface, shown as the black points in Fig. 2 . However, the SHGA responses differ significantly during oxidation. Fig. 2A shows data for the unstrained sample. Here, the three major peaks evolve similarly during oxidation, indicating that oxidation is proceeding isotropically on the macroscopic scale. Fig. 2 B and C display similar data obtained for strain applied along the h-12-1i and h-101i directions, respectively. The peaks evolve at different rates for the strained samples.
For the data of Fig. 3B , the h-12-1i direction of the applied 0.13% strain aligns most closely with the direction of the h-11-1i bond. The angles between the strain direction and the bonds are specifically 19.5°for the h-11-1i bond and 61.9°for the other two. This is consistent with the increased reactivity of the h-11-1i bond as seen in the data, indicating that strain has the greatest influence on the chemical reactivity of bonds in the strain direction, which is probably not surprising. The alternative case is shown in Fig. 3C . Here, the 0.08% strain along h-101i is perpendicular to the h-11-1i bonds and therefore mainly affects the chemical reactivity in the other two bond directions. In this case the middle peak rises more slowly. For both experiments involving strain, the SHG response starts and ends with C 3v symmetry, indicating that the states of the initial and final surfaces are alike. The observed differences are therefore due to the chemical processes involved while oxidation is occurring.
Modeling the SHGA Data. To relate the SHGA data to the oxidation of bonds in the different directions, we first need to establish the evolution of oxide thickness. To do this we performed SE measurements under the ambient conditions described above. Data for an unstrained surface are shown in Fig. 4 A and B. These were obtained at a photon energy of 2.83 eV to maximize the distinction between oxide and interfacial layer, as discussed in Materials and Methods. To avoid artifacts due to hydrocarbon contamination, the surfaces were rinsed in methanol prior to each datum. We repeated the measurements for strained surfaces at different times after H termination. Surprisingly, the oxide and interface thicknesses for all surfaces are the same to within the experimen- tal uncertainty of AE1 Å. Thus the average SiO 2 overlayer thickness evolves at essentially the same rate for strained and unstrained surfaces, regardless of the relatively complicated kinetics revealed by SHGA.
However, we can gain further information from the comparison. For all cases the maximum SHGA amplitudes are observed when the oxide layer is 2 to 4 Å thick, which corresponds to oxidation of the first Si bilayer. When the SHG data reach their equilibrium levels, the thickness is about 6 Å. For later times C 3v symmetry recovers, but the oxide thickness continues to increase until saturating near 8 Å. Therefore, for the strain levels involved in these experiments, the observed anisotropic behavior of the oxidation kinetics is related to the oxidation of the topmost Si bilayer. The anisotropy does not persist for lower layers.
We obtain the evolution of the hyperpolarizabilities of the four bond directions by fitting Eq. 2 to the SHGA responses. The results are given in Fig. 5 . Because oxidation occurs at different times for bonds in a given direction, at any given time these are average polarizabilities. Nevertheless, the picture yields good insight into the reaction kinetics of individual bonds.
The relationship between the chemical nature of a bond and its hyperpolarizability is subtle. When a bond undergoes a chemical change, the electronic potential is primarily altered at the bond, but the potentials of neighboring bonds are affected as well. However, some general conclusions can still be drawn. Considering the rise of the SHGA response for the first 60 to 80 min for all samples, as shown in Fig. 5 , the striking results are (i) the significant change in the average hyperpolarizability of the up bonds and (ii) the near balance between this hyperpolarizbility and those of the back bonds. The magnitudes of all four hyperpolarizabilities increase with oxidation, which is exactly what we expect from the differences in electronegativity between O and H. The near balance can be understood as a consequence of chemical induction. The capping atoms draw charge from the capped Si atom in proportion to their electronegativities, thus also modifying the hyperpolarizabilities of the back bonds in proportion to the adsorbate electronegativities. Because the contribution of the up bonds is independent of sample azimuth, it would be difficult to extract it directly from the raw SHGA data of Fig. 3 without modeling.
During the rising part of the SHGA signal some back bonds also oxidize. That is, the increase in SHGA signal and the average hyperpolarizabilities shown in Fig. 5 are not due solely to oxidation of the up bonds. We gather this from two observations. First, the SE data indicate that the oxide thickness is about 2 to 4 Å at 80 min. This exceeds the value expected for a single monolayer of OH capping the top silicon atoms. Second, the hyperpolarizabilities of the back bonds of the strained surfaces are themselves anisotropic, which suggests differences in their average chemical nature. However, this effect is much smaller than that seen in the up bonds. The back-bond hyperpolarizabilities increase only by a factor of 3, in comparison with the 60-fold increase in that of the up bonds.
The reason for this smaller change is evident when we consider the nature of the bonding. The oxidation of the top bonds creates an obviously asymmetric potential. However, oxidation of the back bonds replaces a Si─Si bond with a Si─O─Si combination, which is somewhat symmetric. If both Si atoms were the same and the bond linear, then the SHGA response of the configuration would vanish. However, the terminating Si atoms differ from each other by their electronegativities. Because O insertion forms a Si─O─Si bridge and introduces microscopic strain, the Si bonds involved will be deflected from the directions that they would have in the ideal crystal lattice. Therefore, the excitation field is expected to better align with only one of Si─O bonds in an Si─O─Si bridge, increasing the SHG efficiency. Nevertheless the net hyperpolarizabilities of the oxidized back bonds can never become as strong as that of up bonds.
Consistent with previous IR studies (3), the above discussion indicates a two-step oxidation process. First, the observed chemical change in the up bonds is most likely a replacement of H with OH. Second, O insertion occurs in the Si─Si bilayer. To lowest order we would expect uniaxial strain to affect the reactivity of back bonds more than that of the up bonds.
To obtain a more quantitative understanding of reaction rates for the different bond directions, we attempted to fit the hyperpolarizabilities to exponential functions. However, simple exponentials gave very poor fits, with large errors. Thus it is clear that the reaction rates of the up and back bonds are coupled. While oxidation may initiate with the up bonds, back-bond oxidation begins soon afterward and introduces local strain, which further complicates oxidation kinetics. Therefore, the rate parameters are not constant, but change as oxidation proceeds. Processes like this are well known in biology, where intertwined factors contribute to population changes. Such processes can be described by the Chapman-Richards equation (8) Fig. 5 . Evolution of the average hyperpolarizabilities for all Si bonds from the data shown in Fig. 3 . These values are obtained by fitting the SHGA response to the function given by Eq. 2. The green lines show fits to the Chapman-Richards function given in Eq. 1. The specific hyperpolarizabilities are (A) up bond of the unstrained sample; (B) up bond of the sample strained along h-12-1i; (C) up bond of the sample strained along h-101i; (D) back bonds of the unstrained sample; (E) back bonds of the sample strained along h-12-1i; (F) back bonds of the sample strained along h-101i.
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The results of fitting to this equation are the green curves of Fig. 5 . The fit during the initial part of the data up through the maxima is excellent. The resulting parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
The actual relationship between these parameters and the chemical reactivity of particular bonds requires theoretical calculations of the hyperpolarizabilities of expected configurations. This can certainly be done, but is beyond the scope of this article. However, our results emphasize the complexity of these chemical processes at the bond level and also show that these complexities can be revealed by a combination of nonlinear optics and anisotropic-bond modeling.
Real-Time Control of Surface Chemistry. We now investigate the possibility of using strain to manipulate oxidation kinetics in real time. Fig. 6 shows data for an on-axis (111) surface similar to those shown above. For the first 10 min no strain is applied to the sample. During this interval the SHGA evolution is consistent with C 3v symmetry. At 10 min we applied strain along an arbitrary direction. C 3v symmetry is immediately broken, with peaks corresponding to different bond directions now oxidizing at different rates. As with our previous experiments, the SHGA response eventually develops C 3v symmetry, as expected for an on-axis sample. These data occur at a substantially later time and consequently are not shown in Fig. 6 .
Effect of Steps on Oxidation Kinetics. The above data show that strain plays a significant role in the oxidation kinetics of H-terminated (111) Si surfaces. Because steps can also modify oxidation kinetics, we need to investigate step effects as well. Consequently, we performed control experiments on vicinal (111) Si wafers offcut ð4.6 AE 0.1Þ°toward . These surfaces consist of two distinct regions: steps and terraces. The terraces have the local structure of the on-axis samples. The steps have a dangling bond in the h11-1i direction and a support bond along h-1-1-1i.
Real-time SHGA data for one of these vicinal samples are shown in Fig. 7 . Six features are apparent. Three grow to approximately the same amplitude, then decay. However, the oxidation kinetics is significantly different from that of strained or unstrained on-axis samples. The early oxidation dynamics is highlighted in Fig. 7B , which shows the SHGA scans for the first 5 min together with those at 20 and 25 min. For the first 20 min we see little activity, and at the earliest times the h-1-11i feature is missing. After 25 min the amplitudes of the major features increase at a faster rate, and all reach their maximum values approximately 75 min into oxidation.
The differences between on-axis and vicinal surfaces allow us to draw two conclusions. First, the anisotropic oxidation that we observe for the on-axis samples is not due to inadvertent arrays of steps on the surface. Second, oxidation of vicinal samples shows a strong dependence on steps and therefore exhibits significantly different dynamics with respect to strained and unstrained on-axis surfaces.
The role of steps in the oxidation kinetics of Si surfaces has been the subject of debate. Some reports suggest that oxidation does not initiate at step sides (9) . However, FTIR data indicate that steps facilitate oxidation (10) . Our data elucidate the crucial role of steps. In Fig. 8A , we show the results of an ABM simulation of the SHGA first scan of Fig. 7B , where the unoxidized step is shown in Fig. 8B and the oxidized step in Fig. 8C . The model assumes that the h111i support bonds at the sides of the step oxidize first. In this case the SHGA signal arises from one Si─H step bond and two Si─Si Ã back bonds, where Si Ã represents a Si atom bonded to O. Oxidation of the support bonds actually reduces the asymmetry at the Si─H dangling bond, as discussed above, and increases the asymmetry of the Si─Si Ã bonds. The model successfully reproduces the data, supporting the conclusion that for vicinal orientations oxidation indeed starts at the support bonds of the steps and, in fact, proceeds fast enough to have gone to completion by the time the first scan could be started. At later times oxidation of terrace bonds dominates the SHG response. But with reaction kinetics dominated by steps, we could not observe any differences in the oxidation kinetics of strained and unstrained vicinal samples.
Bond-Specific Structural Dynamics. The observed oxidation anisotropies of strained surfaces also lead to bond-level structural dynamics that can be observed in SHGA data. The Si─O bond length of 1.60 Å is incommensurate with the Si─Si bond length of 2.35 Å, so oxidation of particular bonds introduces local microscopic strain that is much larger than the macroscopic applied strain and hence can cause additional structural changes. To investigate these effects, we determined the azimuth angles of the peaks of the SHGA data of Fig. 3 . The azimuths were extracted by fitting the evolving features with Gaussian functions, although other functions could also be used without changing the results. These are shown in Fig. 9 A-C. They were also correlated with models created by molecular mechanics 2 (MM2) force-field cal- Table 1 . Parameters yielding the best fits of Eq. 1 to the data of Fig. 5D h-1-11i, h-11-1i, h1-1-1i −0.849 0.072 4.055 −0.496 Fig. 5E h-1-11i, h1-1-1i −0.516 0.037 3.950 −0.529 Fig. 5E h-11-1i −0.587 0.046 2.873 −0.580 Fig. 5F h-11-1i −0.671 0.116 8.001 −0.556 Fig. 5F h-1-11i, h1-1-1i −0.752 0.106 5.144 −0.573 culations, which are shown in Fig. 9 D-F. Because of program limitations it is not possible to create a silicon lattice with more than 100 atoms, so the MM2 calculations are not quantitatively accurate. Nevertheless, they are sufficient to show trends. All figures show that the initial and asymptotic azimuths exhibit the expected equilibrium values for an unperturbed (111) Si lattice. This is also the case of the on-axis sample throughout oxidation, Fig. 9A , where oxidation is stochastic and the average azimuthal angle for each bond remains constant to within AE0.3°. However, significant discrepancies are seen for different bonds in Fig. 9 B and C. In particular, for Fig. 9B , where 0.13% strain is applied along h-12-1i, the average azimuth-angle decrease of several degrees shows that the h1-1-1i and h-1-11i bonds move away from each other upon oxidation but before oxidation is completed. This is consistent with the MM2 calculation shown in Fig. 9E . When 0.08% strain is applied along h-101i, Fig. 9C shows that the average azimuth angles increase by several degrees. Thus the h1-1-1i and h-1-11i bonds both move away from the h-11-1i bond. This is again consistent with the diagram provided in Fig. 9F . These azimuthal variations indicate an initial accumulation, followed by a relaxation, of microscopic strain. Although such local strains are necessarily a general consequence of oxidation, the fact that macroscopic strain makes oxidation anisotropic allows us to resolve properties of individual types of bonds and hence to observe the effect. These data together with the analysis of the experiment on the strained sample clearly indicate that SHGA provides a bond sensitive structural characterization method. Oxidation of the vicinal sample is mandated by the step structure; hence no structural dynamics are observable.
Conclusion
Control of in-plane chemistry by manipulating reaction rates of certain bond directions is a unique concept, with potential applications in semiconductor technology. The first important step to achieving such control is the development of bond-specific methods that can characterize these effects. By applying a uniaxial strain during Si─SiO 2 interface formation, we demonstrate that SHGA provides the route to characterization followed by control for Si oxidation. We not only are able to control chemical reactivity along different bond directions, but also to probe structural evolution by measuring changes in bond directions.
Previously, similar nonlinear-optical experiments were modeled by tensorial calculations (11) (12) (13) , which are based on the symmetry of the underlying Si lattice. However, our data emphasize that chemistry takes place in real time at the atomic scale and that symmetry is an end result of chemical processes; i.e., it is not constant but evolves in time. Therefore, effective realtime analysis of nonlinear-optical signals requires models based on microscopic parameters. The ABM used in this work facilitates the interpretation of SHGA experiments, expanding its applications to surface chemistry. Our approach of using SHG to study dynamics is general and can be applied to problems that range from bond formation during chemical changes on surfaces to bond dynamics in functional materials that exhibit phase transitions. Although Si might appear to be a special case owing to the relative lack of SHG signals from the bulk, the measurements done here depend mainly on differences with respect to an intrinsic reference and thus become more an issue of precision rather than accuracy. We anticipate that significantly more information will become available from these measurements once nonlinearoptical spectroscopy becomes routine.
Materials and Methods
Samples. To ensure that the observed phenomena are not specific to growth and processing, we used (111)-oriented Si wafers from three different suppliers. Data were obtained on n-type samples of about 5 Ω cm resistivity and two different orientations: one at ð0.0 AE 0.1Þ°and the other at ð4.6 AE 0.1Þ°t oward , as determined by X-ray diffraction. Samples were cleaned by consecutive 10-min immersions in 80°C NaOH∕H 2 O 2 ∕H 2 O (1∶1∶5) and 80°C HCl∕H 2 O 2 ∕H 2 O (1∶1∶5). Native oxides were then stripped and the top orbitals of the outmost Si atoms capped with H by a 20-min immersion in 40% NH 4 F. To minimize pitting, the NH 4 F solutions were deoxygenated prior to immersion (14) . Measurements began approximately 90 s after the samples were removed from the NH 4 F solution and dried with highpurity N 2 . All measurements were made at room temperature in ambient laboratory conditions.
Experiments. Second-Harmonic Generation and Spectral Ellipsometry. Experimental details are provided at http://www.physics.ncsu.edu/gundogdu/ pnas2010.html.
Strain. We placed the front surface of the samples under tension by bending them over cylindrical mandrels of specified radii of curvature. The macroscopic strains themselves were determined by reflection anisotropy measurements (15) . This geometry also ensured that strain in the perpendicular in-surface direction was negligible.
Theory. Nonlinear-optical data are generally described in terms of tensors, i.e., macroscopic crystal symmetries (16, 17) However, during chemical reactions these symmetries break and reform, making tensor-based interpretations challenging. We overcome this difficulty with the anisotropic-bond model (18, 19) . In this model, when a particular asymmetric bond is aligned parallel to the driving field, the acceleration of its bond charge, and hence its radiated SHG signal, is maximized. This formulation simply follows the basic physics of nonlinear optics (NLO), specifically interpreting the NLO response as the far-field radiation emitted by bond charges driven anharmonically along bond directions. The calculation involves four steps: first, evaluate the local (driving) field at the charge site; second, solve the force equation to find the resulting motion of the charge; third, calculate the radiation resulting from the acceleration of the charge; and fourth, superpose the radiation from all charges. In the present configuration the observed secondharmonic radiation is due to the nonlinear polarization of the individual bonds, with the signal partially cancelled by a relativistic effect (19) . We make the simplifying assumption that only motion along the bond axis is relevant, which is equivalent to assuming that the bonds are rotationally symmetric. If desired, macroscopic tensor representations can be calculated directly because crystal symmetry is built in at the atomic level.
The above procedure yields the analytic expression for dipolar contributions to SHG (or first-order nonlinearities)
where theb j are the unit vectors along bond directions and the α j the bond hyperpolarizabilities determined by the electronic potential. Eq. 2 provides the atomic-scale connection between the observed SHG signal and the interface parameters, which we follow in real time to extract the chemical changes that occur on a bond-specific basis. The outermost atoms of the (111) surface of tetrahedrally bonded materials such as Si have one up orbital and three Si─Si back bonds. For H-passivated Si the up orbital is capped with H, forming a Si─H bond. On Pauling's scale the electronegativity of H is 2.20, whereas that of Si is 1.90. Hence all four outer-layer bonds are asymmetric, the up bonds from the electronegativity difference itself, and the back bonds from chemical induction. In the bond model this asymmetry translates into an anharmonicity of the restoring force acting on the associated bond charge, and thus the efficiency of SHG production by the bond. The overall SHG signal nominally also contains an electric-quadrupole contribution from the bulk, but this is independent of surface conditions. Hence the large changes that we observe are due to the interface. Under ambient laboratory conditions the initial reaction replaces the H caps with OH − . This is followed by insertion of O into back bonds, with the O forming bridges between Si atoms. Because the electronegativity of O is 3.44, oxidation significantly increases bond asymmetry and hence the SHG signal of the associated bonds. As the Si─O bond length of 1.60 Å is incommensurate with the Si─Si bond length of 2.35 Å, oxidation also introduces local strain, which in turn affects the reaction kinetics. We detect this not only in the oxidation rates themselves, but also as changes in the azimuth angles of the peaks in the SHGA data as discussed in connection with Fig. 9 .
